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WELCOME delegates and INTRODUCE yourself with some background. 

 

INTRODUCE workshop by explaining: 

- The course is about understanding the mechanics of recruitment interviewing – 
strategy, process and skills required. All this promotes getting the ‘right fit’. 

-The average job holder needs at least 4 months to be fully competent (quality and 
speed of work). So the consequences of getting it wrong are significant. 

 

ASK delegates to complete the Knowledge/Skill Checklist (MANUAL – page 3) – the first 
column to give ‘a marker’ for their skills, knowledge and experiences. Encourage honesty in 
the scoring – it’s not how they’d like to be, it’s how they actually are. 

 

EXPLAIN that the second column will be completed at the end of the workshop. This may give 
them some food for thought with regard to deciding an action plan of what they will do 
differently. 
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SHOW above slide 

 

REFER to MANUAL – page 8 
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Q What are we trying to do? 

A Get the right fit - matching the individual to the company 

 

REVEAL above slide 

 

POINT OUT: 

- With Fit the Bill -  culture fit, consider the environment they’ve come from –e.g. fast 
paced, slow paced; management structures - formal or informal, assertive or 
aggressive; Will they fit in?; How long will it take him/her to adapt?   

- How will they fit into the team e.g. level of banter and sarcasm within the team; level 
of team working required; personality types 

-We are trying to keep the gap between what we want and what we can get as small as 
possible . For example the bigger the skill gap, the more coaching and training is 
required 
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Do NOT show above slide until after the exercise below 

 

CIRCULATE the pictures of people (see MS Word: Suitability for Employment) 

 

Q What are your thoughts with regard to their employability? (Do NOT elaborate on this 
question) 

A   REVIEW delegate’s feelings, and POINT OUT that as reasonable people, we would probably 
say “Of course, I’d employ this person - doesn’t matter about their looks, sex, race etc”. 
However what do you really think? Encourage honesty and ask about mental barriers - any 
objections springing up in their mind about it? 

 

POINT OUT: 

- We don’t know anything about these people – their skills, personality, disposition, 
attitudes. However we do tend to make decisions about people without full 
information. Sometimes we miss a really good candidate because of this. Sometimes 
we act illegally!! 

-The skinhead could be employed in a customer facing dept if they cover up any 
tattoos. 

-A disabled person in a post room can have the job modified so that someone else can 
take in deliveries or perhaps have a specially adapted trolley to take post around 
building. 
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Q What is discrimination? 

A It is where we treat someone less favourably than others because of what they are , not 
what they can do? 

 

REVEAL above slide 

 

MENTION that in its most obvious form outside work, we discriminate against people when 
we choose certain people as friends, and others not 
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SHOW above slide and QUIZ as to what this about 

STRESS that before we can plan out the interview itself we need to have a clear idea of what 
we are looking for. We can then plan our questioning strategy around this. It also gives us a 
clear starting point for a logical, structured way of deciding the best candidate, and help us 
show that we have not discriminated against candidates unfairly.  

 

The PERSON SPECIFICATION can be used to:- 

- convey information of required candidates to job centres/agencies  

- screen c.v.s/application forms 

- structure the interview – plan our questioning strategy 

- help in comparing the strengths of a number of candidates post-interview 

- show to a tribunal that we were ‘fair and reasonable’ in our choice. 

 

REFER to MANUAL – pages17-18 and REVIEW. 

 

Person Specification Exercise 

ASK delegates in pairs to complete a Person Spec for a job that they might want to interview 
for, using MANUAL – pages 19-20 

REVIEW learning points  with delegates e.g. debate about essential and desired skills. 

STRESS that this becomes your objective shopping list. You can add to it (e.g. dealing with 
conflict). You can then rate each candidate against the objective criteria. 
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Q What is behavioural interviewing? 

A REVEAL above slide.  

 

POINT OUT :- 

- the technique is investigative 

- the interviewer is put in the role of a reporter who is out to get the story behind each 
incident 

- the approach relies on asking broad questions, supplemented by probing questions 

- the objective is to focus on what a person DID or SAID in ACTUAL PAST SITUATIONS, 
to assess their competencies to perform the job they have applied for. 

 

Q What do you understand by the word competencies? 

A They are the knowledge, skills attitudes  or behaviours which an individual exhibits in a 
particular job which deems them competent in that role. 

 

STRESS that: 

- we are not interested in finding out about hypothetical situations i.e.”what would you 
do if ……….” . We’re interested in the answer to “Tell me about a time that you were 
under pressure; dealt with a difficult customer; solved a problem; planned a project 
etc etc” 

- we are assessing how they actually performed, to replicate the way they might deal 
with similar situations at our company   
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REVEAL above slide for emphasis 

 

EXPLAIN that by using the question types in the order described, then we get at the detailed 
information about the candidate which we require. It’s known as the FUNNELLING 
TECHNIQUE. 

 

 

 

Funnelling Exercise 

 

EXPLAIN that they should work in pairs and use the exercise in MANUAL – Pages 27-28 

 

REVIEW findings from exercise in terms of practising the funnelling technique 
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REVEAL slide and TALK THROUGH 
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SHOW slide 

 

Q What is the first thing we ought to do when a position becomes vacant, well before we 
think of interviewing for it? 

 

A REVIEW:- 

- Is the job really necessary? 

- Can the job be absorbed into other jobs? 

- If the job is necessary, what changes would you make to the content (if any)? 

- Do we have an up to date job description? 

 

Q What do you think is the second thing which needs to happen? 

A Draw up a list of qualities/skills required of the new job holder - the PERSON SPECIFICATION. 

 

CV/Application form 

- Study and make notes of points you want to raise 

- Know something about the interviewee before they walk in through the door 

 

Q What does the question ‘Just give me a short precise of your jobs to date?’ say to you? 

A I haven’t bothered to prepare so read the c.v. for me and precis it back 
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SUMMARY 

INCORPORATE the main elements of the day into the review by REVEALING the above slide 

 

Delegates COMPLETE Knowledge/Skills Checklist 

 

POINT OUT: 

- they are at liberty to revise their pre ratings, in the light of the course 

- Use their Checklist to help them set an action plan of ‘What’s Next?’ 

 

DISCUSS how delegates move forward from this course e.g. Sit in on some live interviews; set 
up some further mock interviews; start delivering interviews with an experienced Interviewer 
and get some feedback on your performance 

 

Delegates to COMPLETE evaluation form 

 

ASK for any further questions 

 

CLOSE  

 

 


